NMSU-A Continuing Education: Turin Shroud
Jan 11, 2020 at NMSU-A 8–12 Noon
Cost: $50 each, Group discounts: $40 (16-25), $30 (26-40), $20 (more than 40)

SHROUD PRESENTATION by Andy Weiss addresses variety of info about the Shroud in four sessions.

DISPLAYED: 14’ long x 3.5’ wide 1931 pushed-contrast Enrie photo & other photos and materials relevant to and used in the presentations. Items for donation will be available to support SEAM.

SCHEDULE: (SESSIONS 1–3, 50 MINUTES EACH, SESSION 4, 30-45 MINUTES)

SESSION 1: GENERAL – ORIENTATION TO THE IMAGE; PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS; FORENSIC INFORMATION
SESSION 2: HISTORICAL – PRESENT/TRACE HISTORY FROM THE FIRST CENTURY, LOCATIONS & SELECT STUDIES
SESSION 3: 1978 STURP – NM INVOLVEMENT, VP8, WHAT SCIENTISTS DID/RESULTS, CARBON-14 DATING
SESSION 4: HOLOGRAM WORK & QUESTIONS AND ANSWER – VARIETY DEPENDING ON ATTENDEE INTEREST

Andy is Adjunct Faculty at NMSU-A and President & Webmaster of SEAM, 501-c-3 non-profit, 923 New York Avenue, Alamogordo, NM. He contributes extensive online Shroud & VP8 information, photo/video editing, papers & other writings. SEAM, iSEAM & fbSEAM are known around the globe with over 89,600 visitors to iSEAM from 124 countries.

For more information or to contact us, open iSEAM or fb links. A registration link forthcoming.